D-09-21-02

Date: September 8, 2021

Bulletin: All Dealers and Tag and Title Agencies

From: Business Licensing and Consumer Services

RE: Drawdown Accounts/Temporary Tag Odometer Mileage/60-Day Temp Tag Extensions and Late Titling Update

Drawdown Accounts

Beginning on Monday, October 4, all dealers and tag and title agencies will be required to upload funds to their drawdown account prior to submitting any e-Service portal or walk-in transactions to an MDOT MVA branch office. Checks attached to transmittal sheets will no longer be accepted after this date.

Reminder: Businesses with multiple locations now have the ability to have separate drawdown accounts for each individual location.

Temporary Tag Odometer Mileage

Prior to Monday, August 30, if the mileage was entered incorrectly on the 60-day temporary tag, you would have to finalize the deal with the incorrect mileage and then have the title corrected. This is no longer required. The entered incorrect mileage can now be corrected prior to finalizing the deal.

Requesting an Extension for a 60-Day Temp Tag

When a dealer needs to request an extension for an issued 60-day temp tag, you are able to do so via the ERT system. You are allowed one 30-day extension and will be required to select a valid reason when processing this extension. You are not required to reach out to Business Licensing for prior approval.

Late Titling Update

The programming error related to the date that was being used to calculate late titling fines for tag and titles has been corrected. The next late titling job will run the first week of September. If you are a tag and title business processing work for a walk-in customer, please enter both the “Paperwork Receive Date” and the “Sale Date.” If you are a tag and title business processing work on behalf of a dealer, please enter both the “Dealer Delivery Date” and “Sale Date.” Title services will not be penalized for late deals on behalf of a dealer.
If you have any questions, please contact us at 410-787-2952 or mvablisd@mdot.maryland.gov.